Featured Application: The proposed five-frame variable phase-shifting method can be applied to reduce the effects of polychromatic errors for full-range spectral-domain optical coherence tomography when a broadband light source is employed.
Introduction
In the past several decades, spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) has played an important role in many significant fields due to its non-contact, non-invasive nature, and it does not threaten human health. It is currently widely used in high-precision detection of pathological tissue [1, 2] , the detection of composite materials [3] , and medicine imaging [4] etc., since it was proposed by Fercher et al. [5] . In these significant applications, the quality and the depth range of SD-OCT system is very important. In SD-OCT system, a grating is used to spread the interfering two beams by wavelength and capture the frequency domain information of the interference signal through the charge-coupled devices (CCD) camera. A challenging problem which arises in this field is traditional SD-OCT system yields only the real part of the interferometric signal due to spectrometer limitations, which will produce complex conjugate artifacts (CCA) [6] . To achieve better imaging quality and imaging depth, there are many alternative methods available for solving the problem. These methods include phase-shifting method [7, 8] , achromatic sinusoidal phase modulation [9] , off-axis illumination [10] , electro-optic phase modulation [11] , attenuation-based methods [12, 13] , using a scanner to modulate spatial interferograms [14, 15] , full-bandwidth k-domain linearization method [16] , and so on. As far as we know, the CCA of SD-OCT system cannot be completely removed by using the traditional five-frame phase-shifting method because of the effects of polychromatic errors whilst achromatic sinusoidal phase modulation method requires too much data. To solve these problems, a new phase shifting strategy named five-frame variable phase-shifting (FVP) method, was proposed. The FVP is dependent on the wavelengths whilst traditional five-frame invariant phase-shifting (FIP) method is correlated with the center wavelength. In comparison with traditional FIP method, this novel phase shifting method has the advantage of higher resistance to polychromatic errors and better error tolerance. Figure 1 shows a homemade full-range spectral domain optical coherence tomography system, including a super luminescent diode (SLD) light source, Michelson Interferometer, and a spectrometer, etc. The graded index (GRIN) fiber collimator makes the light output of a SLD (850 nm) into collimated light and a cube beam splitter divided the light into two equal-power beams. One light went to the piezoelectric ceramic transducer (PZT) translating reference mirror and the second one went into the sample arm. The data acquisition (DAQ) card was used to control the moving of the PZT translating reference mirror. The optical path difference between reference and sample arm will be changed if the reference mirror moves. We could obtain five frames of the interference signal of the sample with a phase difference of π/2.
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is traditional SD-OCT system yields only the real part of the interferometric signal due to spectrometer limitations, which will produce complex conjugate artifacts (CCA) [6] . To achieve better imaging quality and imaging depth, there are many alternative methods available for solving the problem. These methods include phase-shifting method [7, 8] , achromatic sinusoidal phase modulation [9] , off-axis illumination [10] , electro-optic phase modulation [11] , attenuation-based methods [12, 13] , using a scanner to modulate spatial interferograms [14, 15] , full-bandwidth kdomain linearization method [16] , and so on. As far as we know, the CCA of SD-OCT system cannot be completely removed by using the traditional five-frame phase-shifting method because of the effects of polychromatic errors whilst achromatic sinusoidal phase modulation method requires too much data. To solve these problems, a new phase shifting strategy named five-frame variable phaseshifting (FVP) method, was proposed. The FVP is dependent on the wavelengths whilst traditional five-frame invariant phase-shifting (FIP) method is correlated with the center wavelength. In comparison with traditional FIP method, this novel phase shifting method has the advantage of higher resistance to polychromatic errors and better error tolerance. Figure 1 shows a homemade full-range spectral domain optical coherence tomography system, including a super luminescent diode (SLD) light source, Michelson Interferometer, and a spectrometer, etc. The graded index (GRIN) fiber collimator makes the light output of a SLD (850 nm) into collimated light and a cube beam splitter divided the light into two equal-power beams. One light went to the piezoelectric ceramic transducer (PZT) translating reference mirror and the second one went into the sample arm. The data acquisition (DAQ) card was used to control the moving of the PZT translating reference mirror. The optical path difference between reference and sample arm will be changed if the reference mirror moves. We could obtain five frames of the interference signal of the sample with a phase difference of π/2. In SD-OCT system, the light source from SLD passing through the reference beam of Michelson Interferometer finally captured by the detector could be expressed as:
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where ( , ) is the spectral intensity distribution of the SLD light source, − 2 is the phase of signal, 2 is the optical path length of reference light, and is the wave number. In SD-OCT system, the light source from SLD passing through the reference beam of Michelson Interferometer finally captured by the detector could be expressed as:
where A(k, z) is the spectral intensity distribution of the SLD light source, −j2kz r is the phase of signal, 2z r is the optical path length of reference light, and k is the wave number. The light reflected from the sample could be expressed as:
where z n is the optical length of different layers of the sample. The complex conjugate interference signal in k-space could be expressed as:
where DC is the direct current (DC) item, I rr (k) is the light intensity reflected from reference arm, ∑ n I nn (k) is the light intensity reflected from different sample layers, AC is the auto-correlation (AC)
item, z n , z m is the optical path taken by the light reflected from different layers of the sample, and z r is the optical path taken by the light reflected from PZT translating reference mirror.
In SD-OCT, the CCD camera yields only the real part of the interferometric signal. Since the direct current item and the auto-correlation item is not associated with phase shift, Equation (3) could be simplified as:
where ϕ(k) is the phase of the interference signal of each reflection layer of the sample, ∅ is the invariant phase shift, k 0 is the central wave number, and k is the wave number. The wavelength-dependent variable phase shift ∅(k) varies with the wave number. The five-frame variable phase-shift interference signal correlated with the wavelength, are given as:
Subsequently, the intensity A nr (k) and phase ϕ(k) of the interference signal could be calculated as:
For the FIP method, if the invariant phase shift is ∅ = π/2, the intensity A nr (k), and the phase ϕ(k) of the interference signal could be calculated as [1] :
In fact, the Equations (11) and (12) are the special cases of Equations (9) and (10) when ∅(k) is equal to an invariant phase shift of π/2. After calculating the intensity A nr (k) and phase ϕ(k), the reconstructed complex conjugate interferometric signal I c (k) is given by:
By doing fast Fourier transform (FFT) for Equation (13), we could obtain the depth information of the sample.
Simulation
To demonstrate the performance of FVP method, we compared the results by using the proposed method with those of the traditional methods. In the simulation, we used a Gaussian light source with a central wavelength of 850 nm and bandwidth of 75 nm as the light source. In order to get closer to the real situation, we added 0.3% noise (which has normal distribution) to the light source signal. The interferometric signal would be obtained as shown in Figure 2 . The five-frame interference signals would be calculated by Equation (8) In fact, the Equations (11) and (12) are the special cases of Equations (9) and (10) when ∅( ) is equal to an invariant phase shift of π/2. After calculating the intensity ( ) and phase ( ), the reconstructed complex conjugate interferometric signal ( ) is given by:
To demonstrate the performance of FVP method, we compared the results by using the proposed method with those of the traditional methods. In the simulation, we used a Gaussian light source with a central wavelength of 850 nm and bandwidth of 75 nm as the light source. In order to get closer to the real situation, we added 0.3% noise (which has normal distribution) to the light source signal. The interferometric signal would be obtained as shown in Figure 2 . The five-frame interference signals would be calculated by Equation (8) 
CCA Suppression Ratio
In order to quantify the complex conjugate suppression, the suppression ratio is the most important parameter for complex conjugate removal methods. Here, we defined the CCA suppression ratio as the difference between the amplitudes of the signal and complex conjugate artifact. Figure 3 showed simulated CCA suppression ratio values for FIP and FVP methods. As indicated in Figure 3 , the CCA suppression ratios for FIP and FVP methods are 65.0 dB and 87.6 dB, respectively. The reason why the CCA suppression ratio of FVP method is higher than that of FIP method is that the polychromatic error of FIP method is higher than that of FVP method. Figure 4 demonstrated the correlation of polychromatic error and bandwidth of light source. It showed that the polychromatic error increases as the wavelength is far away from the center wavelength. For example, if the wavelength is 820 nm which is away from the center wavelength by a value of 30 nm, we could calculate the actual phase shift according to Equation (7) shift ∅ = ±90°, the phase-shifting errors for 90° and −90° phase shifts reach 3.29°. The error value will be 6.58° for 180° and −180° phase shifts. The FIP method cannot completely remove CCA due to the influence of polychromatic error since the five phase shifts are correlated with the center wavelength and they result in phase-shifting errors. However, for the FVP method, we used variable phase shifts corresponding to the wavelengths instead of an invariant phase shift correlated with center wavelength and therefore, the polychromatic error is 0 in theory. 
In order to quantify the complex conjugate suppression, the suppression ratio is the most important parameter for complex conjugate removal methods. Here, we defined the CCA suppression ratio as the difference between the amplitudes of the signal and complex conjugate artifact. Figure 3 showed simulated CCA suppression ratio values for FIP and FVP methods. As indicated in Figure 3 , the CCA suppression ratios for FIP and FVP methods are 65.0 dB and 87.6 dB, respectively. The reason why the CCA suppression ratio of FVP method is higher than that of FIP method is that the polychromatic error of FIP method is higher than that of FVP method. Figure 4 demonstrated the correlation of polychromatic error and bandwidth of light source. It showed that the polychromatic error increases as the wavelength is far away from the center wavelength. For example, if the wavelength is 820 nm which is away from the center wavelength by a value of 30 nm, we could calculate the actual phase shift according to Equation (7) 
Polychromatic Error Analysis
In reality, polychromatic error and phase-shifting error of PZT have a great influence on the OCT imaging quality; also, the bandwidth of the light source will influence the polychromatic error. Generally, the wider the bandwidth, the bigger the polychromatic error. We changed the bandwidth of the light source to obtain Figure 5 by MATLAB. In Figure 5 , the effect of light source bandwidth on CCA suppression was analyzed. The solid line is for FIP method and the dashed line is for the FVP method. We noticed that when the light source bandwidth is narrow, the CCA suppression ratio of FIP and FVP methods are almost the same. For example, if the light source bandwidth is 30 nm, the CCA suppression ratio for FIP and FVP methods are 88 dB. However, if it is a broadband light source, the difference of CCA suppression between the FIP and FVP methods will be large. For example, if the light source bandwidth is 290 nm, the CCA suppression ratio for FIP method is 45 dB whilst the one for FVP method is ~87 dB . It could be found that the SD-OCT system's CCA suppression ratio decreases exponentially with the increasing of bandwidth of light source if the FIP method is employed. However, the CCA suppression ratio for the FVP method is nearly unaffected by the bandwidth of the light source. 
In reality, polychromatic error and phase-shifting error of PZT have a great influence on the OCT imaging quality; also, the bandwidth of the light source will influence the polychromatic error. Generally, the wider the bandwidth, the bigger the polychromatic error. We changed the bandwidth of the light source to obtain Figure 5 by MATLAB. In Figure 5 , the effect of light source bandwidth on CCA suppression was analyzed. The solid line is for FIP method and the dashed line is for the FVP method. We noticed that when the light source bandwidth is narrow, the CCA suppression ratio of FIP and FVP methods are almost the same. For example, if the light source bandwidth is 30 nm, the CCA suppression ratio for FIP and FVP methods are 88 dB. However, if it is a broadband light source, the difference of CCA suppression between the FIP and FVP methods will be large. For example, if the light source bandwidth is 290 nm, the CCA suppression ratio for FIP method is 45 dB whilst the one for FVP method is~87 dB. It could be found that the SD-OCT system's CCA suppression ratio decreases exponentially with the increasing of bandwidth of light source if the FIP method is employed. The influence of phase-shifting error due to PZT movement also takes an important role in CCA suppression ratio. In Figure 6 , the effect of phase-shifting error on CCA suppression was also analyzed. The error of phase-shifting displacement and expected displacement is affected by many factors, including random noise of voltage loaded on PZT, random disturbance of the surrounding environment, and so on. This error distribution is generally a normal distribution model. Therefore, we added a random phase-shifting displacement error with a mean of 0 nm and a variance of 0 to 7 nm during the simulation by MATLAB. The CCA suppression ratio of the FIP and FVP methods will decrease exponentially with the increasing of phase-shifting displacement error. As could be seen from Figure 6 , the CCA suppression of our novel method is better than FIP method when the phaseshifting displacement error is less than 5 nm. In summary, it is proved that the FVP method can get better CCA suppression for polychromatic errors and phase-shifting errors. 
Experiments and Discussions
In this section, we presented the results of measuring the suppression ratio of the CCA achieved by using traditional FIP and FVP methods in experiments.
System Parameters
In the experiments, we developed a homemade full-range SD-OCT system including a homemade spectrometer. Here are some parameters of the components used by the system: the center The influence of phase-shifting error due to PZT movement also takes an important role in CCA suppression ratio. In Figure 6 , the effect of phase-shifting error on CCA suppression was also analyzed. The error of phase-shifting displacement and expected displacement is affected by many factors, including random noise of voltage loaded on PZT, random disturbance of the surrounding environment, and so on. This error distribution is generally a normal distribution model. Therefore, we added a random phase-shifting displacement error with a mean of 0 nm and a variance of 0 to 7 nm during the simulation by MATLAB. The CCA suppression ratio of the FIP and FVP methods will decrease exponentially with the increasing of phase-shifting displacement error. As could be seen from Figure 6 , the CCA suppression of our novel method is better than FIP method when the phase-shifting displacement error is less than 5 nm. In summary, it is proved that the FVP method can get better CCA suppression for polychromatic errors and phase-shifting errors. The influence of phase-shifting error due to PZT movement also takes an important role in CCA suppression ratio. In Figure 6 , the effect of phase-shifting error on CCA suppression was also analyzed. The error of phase-shifting displacement and expected displacement is affected by many factors, including random noise of voltage loaded on PZT, random disturbance of the surrounding environment, and so on. This error distribution is generally a normal distribution model. Therefore, we added a random phase-shifting displacement error with a mean of 0 nm and a variance of 0 to 7 nm during the simulation by MATLAB. The CCA suppression ratio of the FIP and FVP methods will decrease exponentially with the increasing of phase-shifting displacement error. As could be seen from Figure 6 , the CCA suppression of our novel method is better than FIP method when the phaseshifting displacement error is less than 5 nm. In summary, it is proved that the FVP method can get better CCA suppression for polychromatic errors and phase-shifting errors. 
Experiments and Discussions
System Parameters
In the experiments, we developed a homemade full-range SD-OCT system including a homemade spectrometer. Here are some parameters of the components used by the system: the center Figure 6 . The effect of phase-shifting error on CCA suppression.
Experiments and Discussions
System Parameters
In the experiments, we developed a homemade full-range SD-OCT system including a homemade spectrometer. Here are some parameters of the components used by the system: the center wavelength λ 0 of SLD was 850 nm and the bandwidth ∆λ was 75 nm, the focal length f Obj of object lens was 75 mm, the spot diameter d of parallel light was 6 mm, cylindrical lens with a focal length of 75 mm, collection lens with a focal length of 75 mm, and the SNR (Signal-to-Noise Ratio) of the system was 60 dB. The camera detector (Ximea, Münster, Germany) had maximum FPS (frames per second) of 30, for the camera, a minimum resolution of 4244 × 200 pixels. However, we only used 4244 × 21 pixels in the experiment; we got the average of the 21 lines of signals as interference signal in order to improve the imaging quality. The reason is that the SNR is the best when 21 lines are used for the average, as can be seen from Figure 7 which shows the SNR for different line numbers when we measured the ex vivo rat eyeball.
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= 0.00076°. This value is so small that the influence of wavelength-calibration error can be ignored. The system's axial resolution could be obtained from the point spread function (PSF). Figure 9 is the PSF of the system at a light path difference of 1005 µm. The dashed line is obtained by FFT of the original interference signal. The solid line is the FFT of the interference signal after the wavelength calibrations. From Figure 9 , we could find the effect of wavelength calibration on the system's PSF. By the definition, the full width half maximum (FWHM) of PSF is the system axial resolution. Therefore, the axial resolution corresponds to the width of the PSF at 6 dB below the peak (1005, 133) in Figure 9 . The measured axial resolution is 4.8 µm. The theoretical axial resolution calculated by Equation (14) is 4.3 µm (The center wavelength λ 0 of SLD is 850 nm and the bandwidth ∆λ is 75 nm). Therefore, the measured axial resolution is very close to the theoretical axial resolution.
The system's axial resolution could be obtained from the point spread function (PSF). Figure 9 is the PSF of the system at a light path difference of 1005 μm. The dashed line is obtained by FFT of the original interference signal. The solid line is the FFT of the interference signal after the wavelength calibrations. From Figure 9 , we could find the effect of wavelength calibration on the system's PSF. By the definition, the full width half maximum (FWHM) of PSF is the system axial resolution. Therefore, the axial resolution corresponds to the width of the PSF at 6 dB below the peak (1005, 133) in Figure 9 . The measured axial resolution is 4.8 μm. The theoretical axial resolution calculated by Equation (14) is 4.3 μm (The center wavelength of SLD is 850 nm and the bandwidth Δλ is 75 nm). Therefore, the measured axial resolution is very close to the theoretical axial resolution.
(1) Figure 9 . The point spread function (PSF) of SD-OCT system.
Subsequently, the lateral resolution calculated from Equation (15) is 13.53 μm (the focal length of object lens is 75 mm, the spot diameter of parallel light is 6 mm). 
Finally, the image depth of homemade SD-OCT system can be defined as the location where the intensity of PSF drops into half (−6 dB). As shown in Figure 10 , the imaging depth of the system in air is 1.512 mm. Therefore, the full-range SD-OCT system's image depth in air is 3.024 mm. Subsequently, the lateral resolution calculated from Equation (15) is 13.53 µm (the focal length f Obj of object lens is 75 mm, the spot diameter d of parallel light is 6 mm).
Finally, the image depth of homemade SD-OCT system can be defined as the location where the intensity of PSF drops into half (−6 dB). As shown in Figure 10 , the imaging depth of the system in air is 1.512 mm. Therefore, the full-range SD-OCT system's image depth in air is 3.024 mm. The system's axial resolution could be obtained from the point spread function (PSF). Figure 9 is the PSF of the system at a light path difference of 1005 μm. The dashed line is obtained by FFT of the original interference signal. The solid line is the FFT of the interference signal after the wavelength calibrations. From Figure 9 , we could find the effect of wavelength calibration on the system's PSF. By the definition, the full width half maximum (FWHM) of PSF is the system axial resolution. Therefore, the axial resolution corresponds to the width of the PSF at 6 dB below the peak (1005, 133) in Figure 9 . The measured axial resolution is 4.8 μm. The theoretical axial resolution calculated by Equation (14) is 4.3 μm (The center wavelength of SLD is 850 nm and the bandwidth Δλ is 75 nm). Therefore, the measured axial resolution is very close to the theoretical axial resolution.
Subsequently, the lateral resolution calculated from Equation (15) is 13.53 μm (the focal length of object lens is 75 mm, the spot diameter of parallel light is 6 mm).
Finally, the image depth of homemade SD-OCT system can be defined as the location where the intensity of PSF drops into half (−6 dB). As shown in Figure 10 , the imaging depth of the system in air is 1.512 mm. Therefore, the full-range SD-OCT system's image depth in air is 3.024 mm. 
CCA Suppression Ratio in Experiment
In the experiment, the suppression ratio was obtained by changing applied voltages (0 to 100 V), thereby changing the travel length (0 to 60 µm) of the PZT. In order to observe the maximum suppression ratio, a frosted glass was placed in the sample. As shown in Figure 11 , the CCA suppression ratio of FIP method is around 46.5 dB and the CCA suppression ratio of FVP method is 51.2 dB. The suppression ratio of FVP method is approximately 4.7 dB higher than that of FIP method. We noticed that the maximum suppression ratio with the FVP method could amplify the CCA suppression ratio of SD-OCT by a factor of 1.7 (20 × log10 (1.7) = 4.7). In addition, in order to verify experimentally the effect of light source bandwidth on CCA suppression, we reduced pixels in the spectral acquisition to calculate the CCA suppressions for different bandwidths of light sources. As shown in Table 1 , when the light source bandwidth is 55 nm, the CCA suppression ratio of FVP method is approximately 1.1 dB higher than that of FIP method. The value is 2.4 dB, 3.7 dB, 4.6 dB, and 4.7 dB when the bandwidth is 55 nm, 60 nm, 65 nm, 70 nm, and 75 nm (It is noted here that the bandwidth of our light source is only 75 nm and therefore we cannot go further to 100 nm at this moment). We found that the wider the bandwidth, the bigger the polychromatic error of the FIP method. As discussed earlier, the shortcoming of the FIP method is the effects of polychromatic error. 
In the experiment, the suppression ratio was obtained by changing applied voltages (0 to 100 V), thereby changing the travel length (0 to 60 μm) of the PZT. In order to observe the maximum suppression ratio, a frosted glass was placed in the sample. As shown in Figure 11 , the CCA suppression ratio of FIP method is around 46.5 dB and the CCA suppression ratio of FVP method is 51.2 dB. The suppression ratio of FVP method is approximately 4.7 dB higher than that of FIP method. We noticed that the maximum suppression ratio with the FVP method could amplify the CCA suppression ratio of SD-OCT by a factor of 1.7 (20 × log10 (1.7) = 4.7). In addition, in order to verify experimentally the effect of light source bandwidth on CCA suppression, we reduced pixels in the spectral acquisition to calculate the CCA suppressions for different bandwidths of light sources. As shown in Table 1 , when the light source bandwidth is 55 nm, the CCA suppression ratio of FVP method is approximately 1.1 dB higher than that of FIP method. The value is 2.4 dB, 3.7 dB, 4.6 dB, and 4.7 dB when the bandwidth is 55 nm, 60 nm, 65 nm, 70 nm, and 75 nm (It is noted here that the bandwidth of our light source is only 75 nm and therefore we cannot go further to 100 nm at this moment). We found that the wider the bandwidth, the bigger the polychromatic error of the FIP method. As discussed earlier, the shortcoming of the FIP method is the effects of polychromatic error. Figure 12 shows the full-range spectral domain optical coherence tomography images of the ex vivo anterior segment of a rat eyeball using the FIP and FVP methods. Figure 12a is the cross-sectional image of the anterior segment of the rat eye obtained using the FFT of the original interference signal without FIP or FVP method. Figure 12b is the cross-sectional image of the anterior segment of the rat eye obtained using the FIP method. Figure 12c is the cross-sectional image of the anterior segment of the rat eye obtained using FVP method. Figure 12d is the CCA suppression ratio of FIP and FVP methods at the dashed line in Figure 12b ,c. From Figure 12b ,c, we found that the rat eyeball's cornea, lens, and iris could be clearly imaged by using these two methods. However, the CCA suppression ratio of FVP method is slightly better than the FIP one by about 2 dB, as can be seen from Figure 12d . Figure 12 shows the full-range spectral domain optical coherence tomography images of the ex vivo anterior segment of a rat eyeball using the FIP and FVP methods. Figure 12a is the cross-sectional image of the anterior segment of the rat eye obtained using the FFT of the original interference signal without FIP or FVP method. Figure 12b is the cross-sectional image of the anterior segment of the rat eye obtained using the FIP method. Figure 12c is the cross-sectional image of the anterior segment of the rat eye obtained using FVP method. Figure 12d is the CCA suppression ratio of FIP and FVP methods at the dashed line in Figure 12b ,c. From Figure 12b ,c, we found that the rat eyeball's cornea, lens, and iris could be clearly imaged by using these two methods. However, the CCA suppression ratio of FVP method is slightly better than the FIP one by about 2 dB, as can be seen from Figure 12d . As we know, the wider the bandwidth of light source, the bigger the polychromatic error. Therefore, if the bandwidth is wider, the superiority of FVP method will be more obvious. As we know, the wider the bandwidth of light source, the bigger the polychromatic error. Therefore, if the bandwidth is wider, the superiority of FVP method will be more obvious. 
Ex Vivo Full-Range Images
Conclusions
We proposed a new phase-shifting strategy named five-frame variable phase-shifting (FVP) method to reduce the effects of polychromatic errors. After comparative studies with the traditional FIP and the proposed FVP methods on imaging of an anterior segment of a rat's eyeball ex vivo, we found that FVP method has a higher CCA suppression ratio than the FIP one. Therefore, FVP provides a new strategy for complex conjugate artifacts suppression for spectral domain optical coherence tomography. However, for our current setup using a 2D CCD camera with 30 FPS, the speed will be a problem for in vivo imaging. However, if a linear CCD camera with 100 k fps (e.g., P4-CM-04K10D-00-R, 100 k FPS, DALSA, Waterloo, Canada) or faster, real-time imaging for our system will be possible. This will be considered as our future work. 
